Graduate Aptitude Test in Engineering

Streams: CE, ME, EE, EC, CS, IN, PI
- On Revised syllabus of GATE 2021.
- Newly introduced MSQs questions added.
- Quality questions as per standard and pattern of GATE.
- Fully explained and well illustrated solutions.
- Due care taken for accuracy.
- Comprehensive performance analysis report.

54 Tests
1782 Questions

Combined Package of GATE 2020 + GATE 2021 also available (108 Tests)

Engineering Services Examination 2021

Preliminary Examination

Streams: CE, ME, EE, E&T
- Quality questions as per standard and pattern of ESE.
- Includes tests of Paper-I (GS & Engg. Aptitude) and Paper-II (Technical)
- Fully explained and well illustrated solutions.
- Due care taken for accuracy.
- Comprehensive performance analysis report.

34 Tests
2206 Questions

Combined Package of ESE 2020 + ESE 2021 Pre also available (68 Tests)

Staff Selection Commission

Junior Engineer
Paper-I (Preliminary Examination)

Streams: CE, ME, EE
- Quality questions as per standard and pattern of SSC-JE.
- Includes technical and non-technical sections.
- Fully explained and well illustrated solutions.
- Due care taken for accuracy.
- Comprehensive performance analysis report.

40 Tests
4000 Questions
Maharashtra Public Service Commission
State Engineering Services Prelims Group-A and Group-B exam
Streams: Common to all
- Contains Marathi, English, General Studies and Engineering aptitude sections
- Quality questions as per standard and pattern of MPSC Prelims.
- Fully explained and well illustrated solutions.
- Due care taken for accuracy.
- Comprehensive performance analysis report.

Click to enroll

Rajasthan Service Selection Board
Combined Junior Engineer Direct Recruitment exam.
Streams: CE
- Contains technical and General Knowledge questions.
- Quality questions as per standard and pattern of RSSB-JE.
- Fully explained and well illustrated solutions.
- Due care taken for accuracy.
- Comprehensive performance analysis.

Click to enroll

Technical Queries Helpline:
9818098817, 011-45124612

Tests are live

www.onlinetestseriesmadeeasy.in